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CSI: Crime Scene Investigation is an episodic, forensic, police-procedural show on CBS that began in
2000. The series is immensely popular, garnering well over twenty million viewers for each episode over the
first seven seasons and spawning two spin-offs. It has even been suggested that the show has changed the
attitudes of American jurors, encouraging them to demand more forensic evidence to convict in criminal
cases, though little empirical data supports this claim (Ramsland; Goodman-Delahunty).
CSI often indulges in instances of extreme on-screen violence and gore, in which the camera will
dive in through the skin or an orifice of a victim, revealing the damage to organs and ensuing bodily fluids in
nauseating, realistically-anatomical sequences.
Perhaps because of the adult-content
restrictions of broadcast television, coupled with
American prudishness, the sex and nudity on the
show is more implied than the violence, though
semen, pubic hair, and condoms often appear in
crime scenes, and vaginal and anal evidence and
assaults are discussed openly by the
investigators. The show premiered when I was

The first of the iconic journey-through-the-body
sequences depicting a bullet zipping through the
organs of a corpse in the 2000 “Pilot” episode. The
scenes appear to be created through a combination
of make-up, prop work, and digital visual effects.

ten-years-old, and I was fascinated by its flashy style and whodunit structure. I remember my parents
arguing about whether I could watch it or not. My mom loves crime dramas and defended the show as
intellectual science, while my dad found the gratuitous body horror and kinky sex situations to be
deplorable not only for a child, but for himself as well. Their argument perfectly reflects the dual scientific
and scandalizing tendencies of the show.
The show features many storylines revolving around atypical sex and sexuality, ranging from a fairly
socially-acceptable kink like S&M to a flat-out freakish fringe subculture like ‘yiffing,’ which is sexual
stimulation involving erotic animal costumes. One episode features a psychotic foot-fetishizing killer, and

another involves a man who’s turned on by giant women. He ends up crushed to death under the weight of
his obese lover. Actual sex acts are
not as graphically depicted on screen
as the violence, but the show seems
to grasp for strange, new fetishes as
it goes on season after season.
Transgender individuals have made
an appearance on at least six
different episodes, as killers, victims, suspects, and witnesses.
An op-ed for The Advocate by Nick
Adams condemns CSI for its negative portrayals
of trans people. He singles out a 2012 episode
called “Strip Maul.” In the episode, a
transsexual woman named Joslyn goes into a
hysterical fit over her ‘baby,’ claiming that she’s
in labor, later attacking officers with a pair of
scissors before stabbing herself to death in the
belly. Adams notes that she’s depicted as a
“’man in a dress’ version of a transgender woman” (par. 3). She’s depicted as a mentally-ill freak and is
referred to with male pronouns when a corpse the rest of the episode.
Adams lists other episodes singled out by the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD)
as harmful representations of trans people. In “Abra Cadaver” an investigator notes the ‘franks and beans’
of a transgender woman’s dead body, and in another, “Ch-ch-ch Changes,” a transsexual woman
accidentally kills another transsexual woman while performing an illegal sex reassignment surgery on her in
a back-alley clinic. The most significant transgender character in the series is Paul Millander, a serial killer

who appears over three 2000-2001 episodes, the “Pilot” episode, “Anonymous,” and culminating in the
season two mid-season premiere “Identity Crisis.”
Millander enters the show when
his fingerprint is found at a crime scene
of a suspicious suicide in the “Pilot”
episode. His gender presentation and
appearance are traditionally male:
collared shirt, shorter hair, grizzled face,
deeper voice. The lead of the show, Gil
Grissom, questions him, which leads
Grissom to Millander’s spooky horror
paraphernalia workshop called
Halloweird. Millander creates the
grotesque objects himself, suggesting
that he’s an introverted weirdo. The eerie
music and mask imagery suggest that
Millander’s ‘true’ identity is secret and
buried. Millander shows Grissom a
rubber severed hand that Millander
made from his own hand and supposedly
sold thousands of. Grissom finds this evidence strong enough to exonerate Millander, and he releases him
from custody.
Seven episodes later, in “Anonymous,” the team is called to another suspicious suicide with a near
identical audio-recording of a suicide note and identical method (in a bathtub with apparent self-inflicted
gunshot wound to the chest). The suicide messages read in the format: “My name is ________, I reside at

___________(address), I am 43 years of age, and I’m going to kill myself. I just can’t do it anymore. I love
you mom (sound of gunshot).” Each time, the victim is one year older, and they all have the same birthday,
August 17th. When analyzing the finger-prints from the scene, Millander’s prints come up again, this time
each print is paired with one of Grissom’s own prints. The killer has somehow gotten a hold of Grissom’s
prints and planted them at the scene, to taunt the CSIs and show how he’s in control.
Grissom returns to Millander’s shop, asking him if he has a list of where he has sold the rubber
hands which have Millander’s fingerprints on them, never once considering that Millander is actually the
one faking the suicides. His stutter and social awkwardness are highlighted, and he ends the conversation
with the strange statement “I don’t crunch the numbers, I just spook the children” to which Grissom replies
“I’m sure you do.” Later in the episode, a homeless witness describes the killer, who matches Millander’s
description exactly. The episode ends as Millander enters CSI headquarters while the team is out, taunting
Grissom on the security camera footage tape, revealing that Millander is, in fact, the sociopathic serial
killer.

The cat-and-mouse chase comes to a climax in the season two episode “Identity Crisis,”where
another ‘suicide’ is discovered, and Millander’s gender identity enters the narrative. While hunting down
the clues to find Millander, two investigators examine a female “XX” hair found at the most recent staged
suicide crime scene. The chemical analysis of the hair reveals significant amounts of “endogenous”
testosterone. Baffled, the two supposed experts suggest that she may be juicing T for athletic reasons or
injecting it to increase their sex drive. They never once consider that the hair was left by a transsexual man.
This detail seems left out so that the viewer may
figure it out first, feeling smart that they are one
step ahead of the CSIs.
In a surprise twist, Millander is revealed
to be leading a double life as a traffic court
judge. Grissom attempts to expose him in an
open court session, calling for bailiffs to arrest
him, but ‘Judge Mason’ puts Grissom in
contempt of court. When visiting his cell, the
‘judge’ acts as if he’s never heard of Paul
Millander, and that perhaps Grissom has him
confused with a potential “doppleganger.” The motif of Millander’s dual identity soon expands.
Could these
vaginal
windows on
the door of
Paul
Millander’s
house be an
intentional
suggestion
of his birth
sex?

Grissom and Catharine interview Issabelle
Millander, Paul’s mother, and Catharine stumbles
upon a hyper-feminine pink girl’s room with the
name Pauline noted on a child’s picture. The child
appears to be a tomboyish female, but the Barbiepink color palette skews her as more feminine.
Catharine and Grissom question the mother, and
she says that Paul was the name of her husband,
and Pualine was a child of theirs that died
tragically. On their way out, Catharine suggests
that Paul killed his sister, again hinting to the
audience to catch on to the direct clues being
dropped. Perhaps the concept of a female-to-male
transsexual is so foreign to the average American,
that many people would never consider the
transgender twist. Especially since Millander does
not appear androgynous in any way.
Back in the lab, the team finally realizes that Millander is likely a transsexual, though that term is
never used. Their reaction is surprised rather than disgusted or confused. They remark that the only
evidence of Paul in his mother’s house is a pack of baseball cards hidden in ‘Pauline’s’ sock drawer. It seems
unthinkable to the team that a girl could have baseball cards. Grissom remarks that “Paul killed Pauline, but
he didn’t murder her.” In other words, his transition was a non-violent death of one identity. I met one
transsexual woman who described her transition as a death and birth, even writing an obituary for her male
identity, and a birth certificate for her female one (view it here: http://tinyurl.com/koat3f7).

Grissom returns to the house of Millander’s mother, questioning her about Paul’s transition, which
she had kept secret. The mother laments “Pauline went away and came back a very strange man.” In a
laughably simplistic flashback sequence of two shots, which are inexplicably in black-and-white except for a
yellow suitcase, ‘Pauline’ enters an elevator at a medical clinic on foot, then exits as ‘Paul’ in a wheelchair.
The flash-bulb jump cut over the elevator’s closing and re-opening implies that transition is like a nearinstant Easy Bake Oven. Transition is a long and complicated process of presentation, performance, and/or
hormonal and surgical changes, but here the body defines the entire process, instead of a person’s feelings
and expression. The frightening, minimalist chords in the music heighten the sensation that transsexual
people are some sort of freakish science experiment.

Tah dah! Behold, the mysterious,
transsexual elevator!
Immediately following the scene, Grissom finally interrogates Millander and confronts him about
his identities. Paul emerges, out of focus from the shadows, and surprisingly, delivers a fairly sympathetic
explanation of his sex and gender journey.

“They told my parents I had an endocrinic [hormonal] ambiguity. My
chromosomes said female, but my body wasn’t as sure. The doctors told my
parents to raise me as they saw fit. Unfortunately they disagreed….I managed.
Until that night. [flashback is shown of his father being murdered in a bathtub
by thugs while Paul watches]. A boy could have saved his father.”

Because of Paul’s speech impediment, the jury did not trust his testimony, and the guilty men walked free.
As a result, his guilt over his father’s death worsened.

“And you started to identify with the aggressors? [Millander
scoffs and smiles slyly]. Why are you smiling?”

“I’m comfortable, sharing this with you. My mother wouldn’t hear it. Against
her wishes, I cut off my hair. Started wearing big shirts. Big boots. If I got tough
enough, no one would ever hurt me. I went to the clinic, became a man”

“Not just a man though, a judge. Doesn’t get much more
powerful than that. But none of it solved your problems.
Or else you wouldn’t have killed three innocent men.”

“…Identity is so fluid, you know?”

This scene reflects the dual sympathetic and fear responses to Millander intended for the viewer to
experience. Without interruption, and in his own words, Paul explains how his intersex identity and the
poorly handled reaction from the medical community and his parents made his childhood extremely
complicated. Real intersex people have experienced the tragic consequences of doctors and parents
deciding their societal gender role for them. While Millander doesn’t explicitly explain that his gender
identity is male, the moment still feels sympathetic (male pronouns are consistently used for him
throughout the whole episode). He suffered terribly, and it was not his fault, but he’s tortured by grief and
regret. After seeing his father’s violent murder first hand, he could no longer cope with his already fragile
and fractured sense of self. The sense of compassion in this part of the scene is never afforded to Buffalo
Bill or Norman Bates.
At the same time though, Millander is highlighted as a murderer and a freak. The stark lighting and
use of shadows, his menacing facial expressions and mannerisms, and the unsettling music constantly
remind the viewer that he’s a lying psychopath. In this context, the line “identity is so fluid, ya know?”
comes off as madness instead of an empathic breakdown of binaries. While it’s never directly stated that he
kills because he’s transgender, a viewer could easily surmise that he did. His character explains so much

psychological and emotional trauma that his gender identity and intersexism get lost in the mix. His line
that he “went to the clinic to become a man” continues the episode’s problematic framing of gender
identity as external, instead of internal. While the representation is murky, the show creators avoided
completely humiliating Millander by using the correct pronouns, not asking about his genitals, and by
allowing him to briefly tell his own story.
As the interrogation scene ends, Millander subtly threatens Grissom, who also has the August 17th
birthday (Grissom’s is in 1956). Grissom is ‘up-next’ as Millander’s victim, in terms of age, since Millander is
staging these suicides one-by-one with each victim exactly one year older than the last. Grissom is unafraid
since Millander is under custody. But Millander escapes, of course, then Grissom scouts out his mother’s
house, suspecting Paul might be there. In a chilling climax, Grissom sneaks through the dark and quiet
house, finding the corpse of Paul’s mother (stabbed to death at the family dinner table with a knife in her
chest) and the body of Millander himself in the bathtub with the identical suicide recording (an actual

suicide in the same manner as the staged ones). Pauline’s’ missing birth certificate is also found next to
Millander, revealing that August 17th, 1956 was his own birthday as well as Grissom’s. It could be argued

that the decision to show the certificate at the last moment invalidates Paul’s male identity, but I see it as
more of a culmination of Paul’s trauma. His mother’s name, his murdered father’s name (which is also
Paul), his misidentified birth sex, his symbolic birth date….it’s a summation of his human tragedy. The
choice to have Isabelle’s corpse be stabbed in the same chest spot with a knife depicts Paul as an
aggressively ‘male’ killer, since knives are phallic objects, and stabbing is analogous to rape. Maybe the
implication is that the most ‘male’ aspects of Paul were the ones that murdered Isabelle, who never
accepted him as a man. Lisa Schmeiser of Television Without Pity pessimistically declares “and thus endeth
the serial killer plotline, by giving us a transsexual who copes with the pain by killing.” I think that she’s onpoint, but oversimplifying things a bit.
The final shot of the episode is Grissom’s reaction shot (bottom right, above), a mixture of relief
and remorse. Relief that he himself was not the next victim and that Millander can’t kill again, yet remorse
in Millander’s terrible life story and end. The formulaic suicide message from the three episodes takes on
new, personal meaning when spoken genuinely by Millander, and listened to by Grissom over the last
scene: “My name is Paul Millander. I reside at 13891 Sand Creek Road. I’m 46 years of age and I’m going to
kill myself. I’d like to say ‘I love you’ to my mother Isabelle. I’m so sorry.” The suggestion is that Paul
destroyed his mother for forcing him to live as a girl. When the dad died, no one else supported him as
male. Janelle Belle of the Rainbow Hub remarks “this portrayal of Paul’s identity relies on the outdated and
unsupported theory that all queer and trans identities are the product of abuse or trauma.” The
transgender community would, of course, reject this association. The title of the episode, “Identity Crisis,”
indicates that any gender identity outside of the binary is unquestionably catastrophic.
Millander is both victim and villain; both a casualty and menace. There are far worse transsexual
representations, even on this show there are several worse. But it’s inherently problematic to make a
psychotic, murderous character a transsexual. That decision frames transsexuality as deviant,
untrustworthy, mentally ill people. Transgender people are underrepresented to the point that writing

them as evil freaks on national television might hurt the community and tarnish the cultural perception of
their identities.
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